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AIM OF THIS STUDY

The potential of multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) systems has been reported by many re-
searchers. In MIMO systems, design of antenna systems is one of the important issues, because the
channel capacity varies with the configuration of antenna arrays and antenna specifications such as di-
rectivities and polarizations [1]. Antenna design is also important in ultra wideband (UWB) systems,
because transmission characteristics of UWB systems drastically varies by changing antenna orientations
due to frequency-dependent antenna directivities. These facts yield demands for channel models which
exclude antenna effects. To separate antenna effects from channel sounding results, the concept of the
double directional channel has been developed [2]. In our study, we are focusing on the development
of antenna-independent channel models by conducting a newly introduced double directional channel
sounding, using a UWB signal to achieve fine temporal resolution. The UWB sounding enables a careful
and accurate probing of physical phenomena and modeling of it, which are especially advantageous in
indoor channel sounding and modeling. That kind of sounding is impossible to acheive in conventional
wideband sounding.
This report presents results from measurement of UWB double directional channels in a standard

Japanese wooden house. Channel parameters which characterize behavior of channels were introduced.
The paramaters help us not only interpret physical phenomena intuititively but also contribute to the
antenna-independent channel models quantitatively.

EXPERIMENT IN A WOODEN HOUSE

Channel measurements were carried out using a Vector Network Analyzer based system which obtains
transfer functions by frequency sweeping. On the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) sides, synthetic
arrays were realized by exploiting one omni-directional UWB antenna together with a spatial scanner.
Specifications of the sounding is shown in Table 1. With the sounding system, a total of 7 scenarios
were covered in the measurements, such as line-of-sight (LOS) in a room, inter-room, inter-floor, room-
to-corridor, and indoor-to-outdoor channels which were obstructed-LOS (OLOS) or non-LOS (NLOS)
environments. In the room-to-corridor and indoor-to-outdoor measurements, two scenarios were realized
in each environment. One scenario was the NLOS channel, realized by shutting the door or using metal
shutters which covered windows; while the other was the OLOS channel realized by opening the door or
metal shutters. The environments contain small number of furnitures, desks, and chairs. The measured
channels can be representative of scenarios used in MIMO and UWB systems.

EXTRACTION OF DETERMINISTIC COMPONENTS USING THE SAGE ALGORITHM

In each environment, more than 50 waves were extracted using the SAGE algorithm. The detected paths
are referred to as deterministic components that contain dominant propagation paths. The dominant
paths refer to several strongest paths that would be efficiently exploited in the UWB systems, e.g.,
Rake receiver, while the residual components can be treated as diffuse response. The path extraction
procedure finished if the power of the detected paths was so small that they have no significance to
contribute to the total received power, e.g., less than 0.1 %.



Table 1: Specifications of the Experiment.
Bandwidth 3.1 – 10.6 GHz.

Measurement equipment
Vector network analyzer (VNA) and XY-positioner and X-stage
(spatial scanners)

Frequency sweeping points 801.

Spatial sampling
Transmitting array: 4 points of linear scanning with 48-mm spacing.
Receiving array: 4 × 4 points of square shape in horizontal plane

with 48-mm spacing.

Estimated parameters
DOD azimuthal angle, DOA azimuthal and elevation angles,
delay time and frequency spectrum.

Antennas UWB monopole antennas [3].
Polarization Vertical–Vertical.

Calibration
Internal function of VNA (port–port),
Back-to-back at 1 m (antenna–antenna)

Signal-to-noise ratio
at the receiver

At least 20 dB.

Table 2: Cluster properties in each scenario.
Scenario Ncluster Npath σφ [deg] στ [ns] Kcluster [dB] PCT [%] Pdyn [dB]

LOS

(Room)
7 3 ∼ 13 0.7 ∼ 6.3 0.06 ∼ 1.41 −2.1 77.0 29.2

OLOS

(Room to corridor)
8 3 ∼ 19 3.0 ∼ 10.8 0.61 ∼ 1.88 −4.8 51.0 24.0

NLOS

(Room to corridor)
8 2 ∼ 20 0.9 ∼ 9.3 0.50 ∼ 1.79 −4.3 52.9 25.5

NLOS

(Inter-room)
8 2 ∼ 23 0.3 ∼ 11.9 0.15 ∼ 1.28 −1.2 71.8 30.5

NLOS

(Inter-floor)
9 3 ∼ 14 1.2 ∼ 13.1 0.28 ∼ 1.90 −5.4 58.8 21.6

OLOS

(Indoor to outdoor)
6 2 ∼ 14 0.69 ∼ 10.5 0.11 ∼ 1.83 6.4 72.3 31.6

NLOS

(Indoor to outdoor)
6 3 ∼ 18 0.9 ∼ 6.4 0.11 ∼ 1.85 8.4 77.5 34.0

After the detection of the deterministic components, the paths were classfied into clusters. Clusters are
defined as a group of paths, which are spatio-temporally close to each other. Clusterization was carried
out by a heuristic approach in the three dimensional DOA azimuth – DOD azimuth – delay domain.
Clusters were extracted such that one or two strong paths were followed by several weaker paths. Note
that clusters which had less than 0.5% of the total power were not considered in the further analyses. In
addition, paths that exist without associated paths e.g., direct wave in the LOS environment, was not
considered as a cluster.

CLUSTER PROPERTIES

Here we introduce the following parameters to clarify discussions on the channel characteristics:



• Ncluster: the number of clusters in one measurement scenario;

• Npath: the number of paths contained in one cluster;

• σφ, στ : standard deviation of the path distribution within cluster in the DOA / DOD azimuthal
and delay domains respectively;

• Kcluster: ratio of power in dB scale between power of the strongest cluster and power from other
clusters. In the LOS scenario, the power of the strongest cluster was replaced by that of the
strongest path, i.e., direct wave, then Kcluster is equivalent to the Rician K-factor [4].

• PCT : percentage of the extracted power of the deterministic components within the total received
power Ptotal. From these values, total diffuse power can be calculated by Eq. (1);

Pdiffuse [dB] = Ptotal + 10 log10

(
1 − PCT

100

)
(1)

• Pdyn: the difference of the power between the strongest and weakest deterministic components.
This quantity is equivalent to the available dynamic range of the deterministic components over
diffuse spectrum. If this value is small, it indicates that the environment is more diffuse.

ANALYSES RESULTS

The double directional cluster parameters were derived as shown in Table 2. Antenna effects were
already deconvolved from the results by using directional information on the Tx and Rx sides. The
results provide these observations:

• Ncluster: This value varied from 6 to 9. In the inter-floor measurements, it took the largest
value possibly due to the penetration of ceiling / floor. Metallic rainforcings inside walls, ceiling,
and floor caused wide distribution of effective radiation sources over the medium, resulting in
many diffracted paths. Therefore, the distribution of the paths was much closer to each other,
compared to the LOS scenario. In other words, cluster overlapping were frequently observed in the
environment, ending up with an uncertain cluster boundary. Practically however, the exact cluster
boundaries are not necessarily needed to simulate the real NLOS channels. The indoor-to-outdoor
measurements showed the smallest values of the cluster, regardless of the use of metal shutters.
This fact was attributed to the few scatterers around the outdoor transmitting antennas.

• Npath: This value took almost the same range for all the environments. The smaller number of
paths appeared in the LOS scenario, because of the low possibility to observe penetration. It was
found that a dominant cluster that carries most of the propagating power tends to have many
paths within it, due to larger dynamic range of cluster power over diffuse levels.

• σφ, στ : In the NLOS environments, the standard deviation in azimuthal angles revealed larger
values because of the penetration through the walls, ceiling and floor. In fact, the inter-floor
measurement indicated the largest value. In the indoor-to-outdoor measurements, the angular
spread in the NLOS case revealed smaller values than that of OLOS environment, because of the
shielding effects of paths by the shutters.

• Kcluster: These values took less than 0 dB in the indoor measurements, while larger values were
found in the indoor-to-outdoor channels in which the strongest cluster carries most of the prop-
agating power. Note that all the clusters with strongest power in each scenario had the shortest



delay. On the other hand, the path of strongest power was not necessarily the shortest delay path
as observed in the inter-floor measurement.

• PCT : This value took more than 70 %, if power of the strongest cluster was dominant e.g., indoor-
outdoor measurements, or if power of scattered waves was large as seen in the LOS and inter-room
measurements. On the contrary, only half of the received power was extracted by the deterministic
components in some OLOS and NLOS channels, in which dominant clusters did not exist or power
contribution from scattered waves had less impact on the total received power. These channels
were almost the diffuse environments in which huge number of weak paths aggregate. It was found
that the NLOS environment indicated larger values of the percentage than the OLOS scenarios
in the room-to-corridor and indoor-to-outdoor measurements. This is possibly due to the smaller
number of multipaths in the NLOS channels.

• Pdyn: The value was small in the room-to-corridor and inter-floor environments, while the other
scenarios revealed larger values. The largest value was observed in the indoor-to-outdoor mea-
surement. The most diffuse environment was the inter-floor channel, due to the smallest dynamic
range of the deterministic components. It can be concluded that OLOS and NLOS indoor chan-
nels tend to be diffuse in many cases. This is the same observation as the one obtained in the
consideration of PCT . In particular, structure of the objects that separate Tx and Rx directly
affects the creation of diffuse environments. For instance, the more complicated the structure of
the reinforcings inside the wall, or the more the number of walls between the Tx and Rx, the more
diffuse the environments are.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the channel parameters derived from a reference home environment in Japan.
The environments of interest were LOS inside the room, OLOS and NLOS channels of room to corridor,
inter-room, inter-floor, and indoor-to-outdoor scenarios. Characteristics of each environment were an-
alyzed with emphasis on physical interpretation. Among the results, it was found that indoor-outdoor
measurements revealed the most different result from other scenarios.
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